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Abstract

Acute high‑altitude cerebral edema can occur in an unacclimatised individual on exposure to high altitudes and sometimes it can 
be fatal. Here we have described the neuroimaging features of a patient who suffered from fatal high altitude cerebral edema. 
Available literature is reviewed. Probable pathogenesis is discussed. The risk of acute mountain sickness is reported up to 25% 
in individuals who ascend to an altitude of 3500 meter and in more than 50% subjects at an altitude of 6000 meter. The lack of 
availability of advanced imaging facilities at such a higher altitude makes imaging of such condition a less described entity.
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Introduction

Acute high‑altitude illness is a generic term to encompass 
acute mountain sickness (AMS), high‑altitude pulmonary 
edema, and high‑altitude cerebral edema (HACE), 
which are a spectrum of clinical findings occurring in an 
unacclimatized individual on exposure to high altitudes.

As more and more individuals visit such high altitudes 
for both work and pleasure, the risk of AMS is increasing 
and it is reported in up to 25% of individuals who ascend 
to an altitude of 3500 m (11,500 feet) and in more than 50% 
subjects at an altitude of 6000 m (19,700 feet).[1‑3] The lack of 
availability of advanced imaging facilities at such locations 
makes imaging of such condition a less described entity. 
Here, we describe the neuroimaging features in a patient 
who suffered fatal form of HACE with review of literature 
to understand the pattern of involvement and probable 
pathogenesis.

Case Report

A 50‑year‑old female tourist who lived in planes and had 
recently ascended to a height of 9900 feet (approximately 
3000 m) without any prior acclimatization presented to 
our emergency department in comatose condition. She 
had a history of bronchial asthma for which she was on 
inhalers apart from which she had no other significant 
medical history. Apparently, the patient was unwell on the 
day of reaching the destination following which she had 
an episode of vomiting followed by loss of consciousness 
with one episode of seizure and was shifted to the local 
hospital at midnight where her condition deteriorated 
further and was brought to our hospital in an unconscious 
state in the morning. Her Glasgow Coma Scale was E1V1M1 
with pupils reacting to light. Hematological examination 
revealed normal serum Na+, K+, blood sugar, renal function, 
hepatic function, Hb%, platelet count, total and differential 
leukocyte counts. Her arterial blood gas analysis showed 
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pH of 7.6, pCO2 of 30.3 mm Hg, pO2 of 45.7 mm Hg, 
and HCO3 of 20.1 mmol/L. High‑resolution computed 
tomography (CT) thorax was clear. There was low partial 
pressure of oxygen secondary to hyperventilation leading 
to low partial pressure of CO2 and respiratory alkalosis. 
Subsequently, SpO2 was 99% with 2 L of oxygen/min, and 
blood pressure was 94/64 mm Hg. Her pulse rate was 70/
min. The patient received a course of intravenous antibiotic 
and was investigated with CT and magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI).

Non‑contrast CT (NCCT) head performed immediately 
revealed multiple focal subcortical and cortical hemorrhagic 
foci involving right parietal, left frontal lobe, and areas of 
subcortical edema in the left frontal lobe [Figure  1]. Sulci 
were effaced. A few areas of subcortical focal hypodensities 
were noted. Imaging differential diagnosis after CT scan 
were cerebral venous sinus thrombosis, HACE, multiple 
hemorrhagic contusions, and hemorrhagic ADEM. 
Hypertensive intraparenchymal hemorrhage, subarachnoid 
hemorrhage, acute ischemic strokes, and so on were ruled 
out on CT scan.

MRI brain was performed and completed within 1 h after 
initial NCCT; it revealed numerous foci of microbleeds 
blooming on venobold images involving subcortical white 
matter, corpus callosum, internal capsules, and middle 
cerebellar peduncles [Figure 2]. However, T1W images 
showed only a few focal hyperintense areas in subcortical 
and cortical areas corresponding to intraparenchymal 
hemorrhages visible on NCCT. Diffuse areas of cerebral 
edema showing facilitated diffusion were noted involving 
predominantly subcortical white matter of bilateral cerebral 
hemispheres and corpus callosum and seen extending along 
bilateral internal capsules. Focal areas of restricted diffusions 
were noted involving splenium of corpus callosum and 
the right parietal lobe. Multiple small specks of restricted 
diffusion were seen along the subcortical areas of bilateral 
frontal and parietal lobes [Figure 3]. Magnetic resonance 
venography revealed patent cerebral venous sinuses and 

magnetic resonance angiography was  unremarkable. 
Postcontrast study was not done. In view of history, possible 
diagnosis of HACE was suggested. She was treated with 
100 mg i.v. hydrocortisone and oxygen. However, the 
patient’s clinical condition further deteriorated and she 
succumbed within a few hours due to cardiac arrest.

Discussion

The exact pathogenesis of HACE has not been fully 
understood, but it is described to be the end stage of 
AMS where there is neurological manifestation of the 
high‑altitude illness. Two theories are described in the 
development of HACE, namely, cytotoxic and vasogenic 
edema.[4]

Vasogenic edema is postulated to occur due to interplay of 
neurohormones such as vascular endothelial growth  factor, 
nitric oxide, reactive cytokines and free radicals with 
hemodynamic responses leading to hypoxia‑induced 
microvascular capillary bed leakage. This disruption of the 
blood–brain barrier and resultant cerebral edema lead to 
the development of raised intracranial pressure. Whereas 
cytotoxic edema, according to the “revised theory,” occurs 
due to free radical formation as a result of hypoxia which 
causes damage to the Na+/K+ ATPase pump leading to 
osmotic‑oxidative stress, astrocyte swelling, and resultant 
cytotoxic edema.[5] Disruption of the blood–brain barrier is 
said to be responsible for the extensive microhemorrhages 
which have a predilection for the corpus callosum as 
observed by  Hackett et al.[5] The reason why the corpus 
callosum is most affected can be explained by the nature 
of blood vessels supplying it. Corpus callosum is supplied 
by the short and very short perforating vessels that lack 
adrenergic tone making it vulnerable to hypoxia‑induced 
vasodilatation and its autoregulatory failure with resultant 
hyperperfusion.[6]

The partial pressure of oxygen drops to 13.3 kPa (68%) at 
a height of 3000 m compared to sea level (19.6 kPa).[7] This 
leads to hypoxemia which is greater in HACE than AMS 
and hence a greater degree of hemodynamic, cellular, 
and biochemical response in HACE.[7] Because of 
hypoxia‑induced vasodilatation, there is transient failure of 
the autoregulation and an increase in capillary hydrostatic 
pressure causing extracellular (vasogenic) cerebral edema 
with further disruption of the blood–brain barrier. In 
contrast to the traditional model of overperfusion edema, 
revised model (redox activation) suggests that reduced 
cerebral PO2 leads to free radicals which directly activate 
the trigeminovascular system to trigger neurovascular 
headache and AMS. HACE reflects the more extreme 
spectrum of “osmotic‑oxidative stress” which results in 
gross barrier dysfunction and cerebral capillary “stress 
failure.”[8]

Figure 1 (A and B): NCCT brain showing multiple focal subcortical 
and cortical haemorrhagic foci involving right parietal (A), left frontal 
lobe (B) (thin arrows). Subcortical edema in left frontal lobe (Solid 
white arrow) (B) 
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Imaging studies helps not only in diagnosis but also 
in understanding the course of the illness and any 
complication. MRI findings are seen to lag the clinical 
recovery making diagnosis of HACE possible even beyond 
recovery to explain the nature of a patient’s illness.

CT demonstrates features of cerebral edema in the form 
of diffuse or focal white matter hypoattenuation with 
associated effacement of sulci and gyri. MRI is useful for 

not only detecting changes in HACE but also in ruling 
out other possible pathologies such as cerebral venous 
thrombosis. Diffuse white matter hyperintensity was seen on 
T2WI and areas of abnormal diffusion especially involving 
the splenium of corpus callosum are not pathognomonic, 
but in an otherwise healthy individual with a history of 
accent to high altitude and appropriate clinical findings 
may be considered diagnostic. Hackett et al. in 1998 in their 
series of nine patients found the typical T2 findings in seven 
patients, especially the splenium of the corpus callosum with 
no grey matter involvement.[5] A patient of their study with 
negative conventional MRI showed diffusion restriction 
thereby emphasizing the usefulness of diffusion‑weighted 
images in patients with negative routine MRI sequences.[5]

Schoonman et al. studied nine healthy students before 
and after 6‑h exposure to isobaric hypoxia. MRI was 
performed with 3T MRI. Isobaric hypoxia was associated 
with mild vasogenic cerebral edema irrespective of the 
presence of AMS in most subjects and additional mild 
cytotoxic cerebral edema was seen in severe AMS detected 
on diffusion‑weighted imaging and apparent diffusion 
coefficient map.[9]

Vasogenic edema has a propensity to affect the white 
matter tract and splenium of corpus callosum, and 

Figure 2 (A-H): (A‑C)‑ Axial venobold images showing numerous foci of micro‑bleeds (small arrows) blooming involving sub cortical white matter, 
genu‑body, splenium of corpus callosum, along internal capsules, middle cerebellar peduncles. T2W coronal (D), sagittal (H), FLAIR axial images 
(E‑G) showing diffuse areas of hyper intensities (solid arrows) suggestive of edema involving predominantly sub cortical white matter of bilateral 
cerebral hemispheres, corpus callosum, along internal capsules
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Figure 3 (A and B): Axial DW images showing focal areas of restricted 
diffusion involving splenium of corpus callosum (A), right parietal lobe 
(B) (black arrows). Multiple small specks of restricted diffusion along 
the subcortical areas of bilateral frontal and parietal lobes (B)
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due to increased capillary permeability can lead to 
microhemorrhages as well. Extensive microhemorrhages 
were noted involving the corpus callosum, cerebral 
white matter, centrum semiovale, and middle cerebellar 
peduncles in the current case. Imaging studies have 
typically described the presence of microhemorrhages 
involving the corpus callosum, cerebral white matter, 
and centrum semiovale.[10,11] Hefti et al. described 
microhemorrhages in the middle cerebellar peduncles.[10] 
The orderly structure of the white matter of splenium 
and middle cerebral peduncle might be responsible 
for its increased involvement.[10] In addition, supply of 
corpus callosum by short perforating arteries that lack 
the adrenergic tone may make it more susceptible to 
edema and microhemorrhages[6] compared with middle 
cerebellar peduncles.

In comparison to the case by Hefti et al., our case had 
more extensive microhemorrhages involving the deep 
white matter, corpus callosum, and middle cerebral 
peduncle. The patient in the case report by Hefti et al. 
underwent MRI after 2 months of the illness, whereas 
our patient underwent MRI during acute phase. Second, 
our patient had a more severe degree of illness with 
likely contribution from preexisting bronchial asthma 
resulting in more severe hypoxia‑induced damage leading 
to extensive microbleeds to which the patient eventually 
succumbed.

Hackett et al. and Wong et al. have previously reported 
nonlethal cases of HACE where microbleeds were 
not reported; however, it could be underreported as 
susceptibility‑weighted images were not used in these 
studies.[6,12] Microhemorrhages are demonstrated in autopsy 
study in lethal HACE.[13] Kallenberg et al. in their study were 
able to demonstrate both vasogenic and cytotoxic edema 
in nonlethal HACE patients with the use of conventional 
and newer MRI techniques.[14] Hence, microhemorrhages 
are said to be one of the distinguishing features between 
AMS and HACE which occur likely due to disruption of 
the blood–brain barrier. Microhemorrhages can occur as an 
incidental finding in high altitude but they are not reported 
at sites like corpus callosum.[15]

Initially, one of the differentials in our case was cerebral 
venous sinus thrombosis due to its clinical presentation 
and NCCT images showing juxta‑cortical hemorrhage. 
However, it was excluded on subsequent MRI. Another 
differential diagnosis was anoxia‑induced encephalopathy 
secondary to pulmonary edema, but the lack of involvement 
of grey matter and extensive microhemorrhages aid in the 
diagnosis. Chronic hypertensive encephalopathy results in 
microhemorrhages in deep grey matter and basal ganglia. 
Vasculitis‑induced microhemorrhages are mainly located 
in the supratentorial white matter region.[16]

The unique imaging features in our case were extensive 
microhemorrhages involving all subcortical white matter, 
corpus callosum, internal capsules, and middle cerebellar 
peduncles along with vasogenic cerebral edema involving 
these structures with sparing of cortical and deep grey 
matter nuclei associated with some areas of restricted 
diffusion. Hence in an appropriate clinical scenario, if any 
of these structures are involved with vasogenic edema and 
microhemorrhages on CT or MRI, HACE should be diagnosed 
promptly and the patient should be treated with utmost 
priority considering the fatality of the disease like in our case.
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